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Why I updated this book
The social landscape moves fast. Very fast. As soon as the first edition of my book hit
the bookshelves, social technology was evolving at the speed of a mouse click. New
products were launched, unsuccessful products ceased operating.
It is a fast-paced world, and social technology is enabling it to become even faster.
Astonishing growth in numbers is reported daily, with rises quoted in hundreds of
percentage points as more and more people flock to the new venture.
So unless a book is permanently updated and made available online it soon becomes
out of date. It is, of course, possible to update information constantly on the web.
One of the most popular sites, Wikipedia, is updated minute by minute by the loyal
community.
But this is a book, written by me alone.
I recognised that I needed to update some of the numbers quoted in the book. I also
needed to introduce you to some of the new players in the social tools space, and add
some up-to-date stories.
I have also removed some of the old stories that didn’t quite play out as planned, and
added some extra context as some of the stories have evolved.
In this ever changing social landscape, I have tried to predict how we will be working
in five years’ time. Perhaps it will take longer to adopt this new technology. Perhaps
it will take much less time.
However long it takes, it is time to embrace this new way of working. Consider
bringing social commerce into your activities, or adopt a new way of working within
your organisation.
Whatever you do, do not ignore this sea change. It is now time for your business to
evolve and embrace social media – or be left behind to fossilise.
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GLOSSARY

If you have never heard of social media, social networking or social marketing, here are
a few of the main terms and phrases that I use throughout the book. I will explain more
of the terms as we move through the chapters, so this is not an exhaustive list at all.
Aggregation Software or a website that collects information from several sources
for use in one place.
Application programming interface Enables a software application to interact with other software programs.
Blog An online chronological diary of entries written by a user or group of users
and searchable online.
Folksonomy The users of a site classify web page information in ways that are
useful to them and do not necessarily use the formal taxonomy assigned by the web
page designer.
Generation Y People born between 1980 and 2000.
Hub The centre of activity of a social group. This can be applied to personal
relationships, or to a computer network device which connects multiple devices
together to act as a single segment of the network.
Influencer Anyone who has the ability to change people’s perception about a concept, idea or product leading to a change in online behaviour and buying decisions.
Location aware applications Applications on a mobile device that use the
coordinates provided by the mobile network to locate the position of the device.
Mashup An application on the web containing data from one or more sources
which creates a new web service.
Microblogging Creating a shortened form of a blog entry.
Online brand Your online presence and information on the web.
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GLOSSARY

Social distance A person who is connected to you not directly, but indirectly
through another person, has a greater social distance from you than someone who
is directly connected to you.
Social engagement Effectively connecting with people in an online two-way
dialogue.
Social graph A way of creating a map or a graph showing all of your online
connections, their relationship to you and to each other. This will show people who
are loosely connected to you via another person and thus have a greater social
distance from you.
Social media A collection of web pages and applications that are designed to
allow users to interact with their friends.
Social networking Interacting with your friends and your friends of friends
online.
Social tools Any website that allows interaction and conversation between its
users. Another name for social media.
Strong tie A close interpersonal relationship with an online connection.
Syndication Website material that is made available to multiple other sites.
Viral effect Spreading a marketing message across multiple types media using
the network of friends and friends of friends.
Virtual worlds A computer-based simulation of a world or environment
where users can interact with each other online to play games and inhabit the
environment.
Walled garden A site which is for its members alone and that doesn’t permit
interactivity with users from another site.
Weak tie An occasional connection to someone with whom you wouldn’t claim to
have more than a casual relationship.
Web 2.0 Web applications and websites that are built to allow interaction,
information sharing and uploading of user generated content.
Wiki An editable web page that can have multiple authors.
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WHY DO WE WANT A SOCIAL MEDIA
STRATEGY?

Implementing a social media strategy in your organisation will dramatically change
the way you do business.
Social media has brought about a fundamental shift in the way we communicate. If
you do not adopt the new way of communicating with your customers and partners,
you need to ask yourself: ‘Will my business still exist in five years if I don’t embrace
social media?’
If you want to connect with your customers and discover what they think about your
brand, social media is your earpiece. If you want to change perceptions about your
company, or improve your customer service, social media is your microphone. If you
want to find out who the influencers and advocates are and get them to broadcast
your message on your behalf, then social media will identify the key people in your
network whom you should engage with. If you want to be strategic in your networking goals and you intend to extend your connections by meeting more people, social
media will connect you to more people than you ever thought was possible.
With social media in your business, you have a great opportunity to learn more
from those around you and discover new information from your extended network. In the right social networks you could discover what you’re missing out on
in your career, and could create an opening to broaden your perspectives and job
prospects. This massive extended virtual network gives you the chance to progress
in your professional life using a wider set of connections. You can find a business
mentor, advertise your presence or build the relationship to close that deal.
Using social software inside an organisation will also help you achieve an increase in
productivity and a reduction in your long term costs.
Companies have spent large sums of money on collaboration software, and yet they
don’t utilise their investment effectively. There are still multiple islands of data
stored in huge storage area networks. This data is effectively dead. Without an effective search mechanism inside a company, without updates, audit notifications and
user interaction, this data ages, becomes obsolete and dies. With software providing
effective collaboration and interaction securely inside companies, this data has the
potential to remain dynamic, engaging and an asset to the company. Working in
1
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the new social business can benefit teams, organisations and positively impact the
company’s customers and profit.
If you decide not to engage in social media, then you must have a listening plan. Your
customers will be talking about you on social media. Are you listening? If you are not,
your competitors are already listening on your behalf.
So what does the phenomenal growth in social media interaction mean for your
business? With iPod application downloads hitting an astonishing one billion in
nine months, what does that mean for Apple’s business? What could this mean for
your future revenue stream? What potential can you tap into by using this new way
of communicating to your advantage?
There have been many articles and discussions about social media and social networking and the potential opportunities they can bring to companies. There are myriad
benefits for corporations that choose to leverage this form of communication and use
the conversation as a digital marketing tool to help them with community engagement or to present the opportunity to increase revenue and market share.
One of the cardinal rules of social networking is that it’s all about giving rather than
receiving.
You contribute to the greater sum of knowledge by adding your perspective, knowhow, advice, anecdotal stories or links to other sources of knowledge. And there are
myriad ways that you can share this information. There are so many tools with
odd names that define the term ‘social media’. Among them are blogs, microblogs,
wikis, tagging, bookmarking, massively multiplayer online roleplaying games
(MMORPGs), tweets, podcasts, screencasting, vlogs, video, videoblogging, phlogs,
video uploads, video sharing, status updates and virtual worlds (I will explain all
of these terms later).
Where on earth do you start? Which mechanism is right for your well-managed
social business and which do you need to avoid? What is the process to create a
successful strategy? Where is your plan? What does success look like? How are you
going to measure success? How are you going to manage perception? What will you
do if a PR crisis occurs?
There are several steps to think of in order to achieve success with social networking both inside and outside the organisation.
These steps are not meant to be used in isolation if a successful strategy is to be
followed.
Digital engagement allows us to solve a specific business problem, to connect more
effectively with our customers, to listen to their challenges, to help them and to
gain advocates who are brand evangelists. Knowing what challenges you want to
2
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overcome helps you to set the first part of your strategy in motion, and having a
clear plan in place for your business helps you on the first few steps on your journey.
SOCIALLY CONNECTED
I discovered IT quite late in life compared to most of my peers. I’d never considered
computing as a career when I was at school, I had gained limited experience with
very basic computer programming on a computer science O-level class. I learned
binary and I tried to get my head around very basic computing concepts.
I remember the delight I felt on writing my first FOR NEXT loop that actually
worked when the program was initiated. I was obviously more of a technician than
a scholar. I didn’t want to learn about Babbage’s engine, I was much keener to learn
how the mechanical parts of the computer read the punch tape and converted the
tape into characters. I also had other plans for my career. I left school after taking
my O levels as I had decided to pursue something completely different and was
determined to follow my goal.
I joined the Merchant Navy as a deck cadet on a four-year apprenticeship with
Shell Tankers and completely forgot all about computers. Instead I immersed
myself in learning how to navigate an oil tanker, load and discharge cargo and
maintain the ship’s physical condition with gallons of gloss paint and a chipping
hammer. In the late 1970s satellite navigation systems were rare, and even if they
were installed on board, they were only accurate to about 1 mile. Instead we relied
on using logarithmic tables, sextants and the haversine formula to complete our
navigation calculations and mark the ship’s position by the stars and the sun. I
passed my exams, becoming the first female deck officer to sail with Shell Tankers,
and I had fulfilled my childhood dream.
I left the sea and joined a container shipping company, working in their office as a
containership planner. If the vessel was late in port, due to bad weather or cargo
loading delays, then it naturally followed that she would arrive later in every other
port on her journey. Cargo space on the vessel was sold by the shipping agents
up to three months in advance; containers were loaded and delivered to a specific
schedule to meet the vessel. It was vital that the shipping agents were well aware
of any delays to the vessel’s arrival time.
There was a personal computer (PC) on every floor of the shipping company, running Windows 3.11, WordStar and Lotus 123 version 2. It tended to be used to print
memos created in the DOS version of WordStar which were occasionally faxed to
the ship captains. One day I had an epiphany. I worked out that I could transfer my
paper-based ships schedule to the spreadsheet in Lotus 123, I could update an entry
in one cell of the spreadsheet. Each port in the route could be updated with the new
date of either arrival or departure. The spreadsheet would automatically adjust the
rest of the schedule for the next three months whilst still maintaining the actual
historical record of arrival and departure dates. It seems so obvious now, but back
then, amongst the team of container planners who had been working using pencil
and paper for years, it was a total revelation.

3
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This simple spreadsheet simplified working across the whole team and made us much
more productive.
My love affair with technology and collaboration began. I realised that I was really
good at teaching users about technical – and not so technical – concepts. I loved
finding out and explaining how things worked.
I accepted a job as a technical trainer at a Microsoft training provider in London
and I suddenly realised that I’d found my niche in technology. I became a Microsoft
Certified Professional (MCP) on NT 3.51. I became a Microsoft Certified Trainer
(MCT). I then became a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) with the
Internet certification to the acronym (MCSE+I) shortly afterwards.
I then decided to move on to another challenge. I joined Hewlett-Packard as a presales consultant before joining Microsoft as a technical specialist in the Enterprise
team.
My skills gained with AS400 systems in the shipping company proved valuable
to the presales specialist team. I spent a couple of years talking to enterprise
customers about Windows Server before moving to the Evangelism team to talk
about technology to the IT Pro audience. The IT Pro team consisted of four evangelists, an architect and a manager – a very small team who had to reach an
audience of around 1 million IT professionals in the UK. Our main metrics were
to improve audience satisfaction and reach. But apart from the TechNet newsletter and the Microsoft website, how would we connect with people we didn’t
already know?
We started to use social media, specifically blogging, to reach out and talk about
what was happening with technology. Back in 2004, YouTube hadn’t yet been purchased by Google so we hosted our own ‘blogcasts’ – short how-to videos and demos
of technology with our voiceover, hosted on a server and linked to from our blogs.
We used the technical community to record other blogcasts for us and propagate
information on their community sites.
This free sharing of information was mutually beneficial to both the team and the
technical community. The resulting videos also benefited users who wanted to learn
more about technology.
The community could raise their online profile and demonstrate their technical
know-how to their followers, and the team weren’t so stretched in resources to
produce these videos. I’d discovered the value of using the extended network to
benefit both parties.
I became manager of the team in 2005, working on new ways to connect with different audiences in a global market using different types of social media mechanisms
and tools. I stayed at Microsoft until 2009 when I left to start my own business.
I could then really focus on how to make businesses more social.
4
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ONLINE AND FACE TO FACE NETWORKING
I’d been fascinated with social media for a while, but when someone asked me
whether social networking was any different from networking physically with people,
I realised that there are a lot of similarities in the way I behave online and offline.
A lot of the face to face meetings I’ve had are with people I originally started to
connect with online. I have met my virtual connections at a ‘tweetup’ (a Twitter
meetup) or at an online business networking event, and sometimes I’ve moved
forward to meet them in person. Some of these connections will turn into valuable
business relationships, others will be tenuous connections or ties to other people.
These casual connections communicate infrequently with me online. When I am
at a face to face networking or business event, I collect business cards, some from
people who turn out to be valuable connections and some from people I will never
hear from again. However, I have been amazed by some fantastic and inspirational
people at physical events, and a little effort to make contact, connect and engage
has turned up some valuable business and personal contacts for me. I’ve made some
great online connections after physical networking events and I stay in touch with
these people much more often than I would have done after a traditional business
card exchange.
Face to face networking, according to the Harvard Business school, ‘is about building a portfolio of relationships that will help you to continue to develop your career’.
These relationships will thrive if you know what is going on around you.The same
applies to online networking too.
If you want to progress in business, don’t wait to be discovered. Make sure you have a
great online profile and a well-maintained positive brand.

Keeping close tabs on what is going on, being an active contributor, with valid
opinions, information and advice, will raise your profile and help you progress in
your career.
I network in lots of different ways – face to face, on the phone, via email, text, online
and by using social media – but online networking keeps me in touch with so many
more people than just email or phone does. I get a huge buzz from connecting people
who can help each other out. It gives me a great satisfaction to actually make that
connection. So it’s not all about my work.
Your world of friends and family, colleagues and business connections is defined
by the people you are connected to. Some of your friends know each other; some
of your friends are isolated in your social circle. Some of your connections will be
less connected to you than your close family. Some will be people in your address
book whom you hardly ever see, others will be connected to you in some way on
a daily basis. You can map your connections in the form of a graph. This is your
‘social graph’, with your more distant connections mapping to the outskirts of the
graph. This ‘social distance’ defines the limits of your graph. But it can provide the
gateway to join you to other graphs.
5
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There are tools that leverage the connections in your own social graph and online
sites that make it really easy to connect with your friends and the friends of your
friends. These online tools make it simple to meet and connect with people in similar situations who can then make more people aware of you and your capabilities.
You can make connections across the board with senior colleagues, competitors,
and local business people – even with politicians perhaps? It is possible. You want
to meet people who can help you – but where can you find them? There are online
connections with your colleagues and IT peers, your friends and family and your
friends’ friends. There are professional associations and networks, vendors and
consultants who could be connected to you. It really does seem like social networking has become an amazing business enabler.
I’ve been immersed in collaborative technology for over 19 years and it has changed
my perspective about the world around me. I’ve used social networking tools since
I started in IT, and it was only when I started thinking about which social media
mechanisms I use inside and outside my workplace,especially when I travel, that I
realised just how much it was a key part of my life.
I have been a lurker, a listener, a broadcaster, a conversationalist and an influencer. I have asked for help in forums, talked to strangers using chat software and
created videos to help people out. I have shared interesting and not so interesting
facts, initially by email to my friends, latterly through my blog, and now on Twitter,
Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, YouTube, Scribd and SlideShare. I’ve used several
different types of tools to syndicate my news and information across other sites so
that contacts in different realms can keep in touch. I have a fairly consistent online
brand, and searches for eileenb, my online brand profile name, get the searcher to all
of the sites I intend it to. But it is my own social behaviour that makes me curious.
Why do I continue this level of interaction with my virtual friends and connections,
lots of whom I have never met? What drives this altruistic behaviour, this desire
of mine to help others? Is this a desire to connect or communicate, inform or engage?
Do I want to convert others to my way of thinking by regularly interacting with
my circle of friends, colleagues and connections? Or do I want to try and
persuade my friends in my immediate network to tell their friends who are outside
my directly connected network about the latest and greatest in technology? What
drives my behaviour?
To find out why I do this, I began to take a closer look at the mechanisms behind
it. I wanted to find out why it has become such a key part of the digital marketing,
community and advertising strategy. I wanted to understand why this mechanism
effectively connects you with your customers, amplifies your message and engages
your audience. I wanted to know how this network – the ‘word of mouth network’,
or the ‘world of mouth network’ – has become such a powerful tool to use in
business in the 21st century.
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